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Abstract

Polymer biomaterials are used to construct scaffolds in tissue engineering applications to assist in mechanical support, organization, and maturation of tissues. Given the flexibility, electrical conductance, and contractility of native cardiac tissues, it is desirable that polymeric scaffolds for cardiac tissue regeneration exhibit elasticity and high electrical conductivity. Herein, we developed a facile approach to introduce carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into poly(octamethylene maleate (anhydride) 1,2,4-butanetricarboxylate) (124 polymer), and developed an elastomeric scaffold for cardiac tissue engineering that provides electrical conductivity and structural integrity to 124 polymer. 124 polymer-CNT materials were developed by first dispersing CNTs in poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether dimethyl ether porogen and mixing with 124 prepolymer for molding into shapes and crosslinking under ultraviolet light. 124 polymers with 0.5% and 0.1% CNT content (wt) exhibited improved conductivity against pristine 124 polymer. With increasing the CNT content, surface moduli of hybrid polymers were increased, while their bulk moduli were decreased. Furthermore, increased swelling of hybrid 124 polymer-CNT materials was observed, suggesting their improved structural support in an aqueous environment. Finally, functional characterization of engineered cardiac tissues using the 124 polymer-CNT scaffolds demonstrated improved excitation threshold in materials with 0.5% CNT content (3.6 ± 0.8 V/cm) compared to materials with 0% (5.1 ± 0.8 V/cm) and 0.1% (5.0 ± 0.7 V/cm), suggesting greater tissue maturity. 124 polymer-CNT materials build on the advantages of 124 polymer elastomer to give a versatile biomaterial for cardiac tissue engineering applications.

Statement of Significance

Achieving a high elasticity and a high conductivity in a single cardiac tissue engineering material remains a challenge. We report the use of CNTs in making electrically conductive and mechanically strong polymeric scaffolds in cardiac tissue regeneration. CNTs were incorporated in elastomeric polymers in a facile and reproducible approach. Polymer-CNT materials were able to construct complicated scaffold structures by injecting the prepolymer into a mold and crosslinking the prepolymer under ultraviolet light. CNTs enhanced electrical conductivity and structural support of elastomeric polymers. Hybrid polymeric scaffolds containing 0.5 wt% CNTs increased the maturation of cardiac tissues fabricated on them compared to pure polymeric scaffolds. The cardiac tissues on hybrid polymer-CNT scaffolds showed earlier beating than those on pure polymer scaffolds. In the future, fabricated polymer-CNT scaffolds could also be used to fabricate other electro-active tissues, such as neural and skeletal muscle tissues. In the future, fabricated polymer-CNT scaffolds could also be used to fabricate other electro-active tissues, such as neural and skeletal muscle tissues.

1. Introduction

Heart failure and diseases still remain as a major cause of death for people around the world, while there are limited modalities to treat them [1]. A recent study estimated that approximately...
38 million people have experienced a heart failure during their life and this number tends to increase with the age of the population [2]. Although prevention strategies are improving, current treatment methods involve heart maintenance with pharmaceuticals and transplants, both of which are non-sustainable. Moreover, adult cardiomyocytes (CMs) are terminally differentiated cells and have minimal intrinsic ability to self-regenerate [3]. These limitations have motivated people to develop strategies for cardiac tissue regeneration.

Tissue engineering (TE) generally aims to restore or regenerate the structure and function of native cardiac tissues. TE approaches often employ cells and natural or synthetic biomaterials as the scaffold in fabricating cardiac tissues. Cardiac progenitor cells are cultured and matured onto the scaffold to make a functional cardiac tissue in vitro [4]. Electrical and mechanical stimulations can further be applied to engineered tissues to improve their cellular alignment, metabolic activity, and contractility [5,6]. Structure, biodegradation, elasticity, cell affinity, and inflammatory response of scaffolds are important parameters that need to be controlled to construct a functional cardiac tissue [4]. An ideal scaffold should mimic physiological properties and function of extracellular matrix (ECM) in the native myocardium.

Different natural and synthetic polymers have been used as scaffolding materials for cardiac TE including polyurethane [7], poly(glycerol sebacate) [8], alginate [9], gelatin [10], and their blends [11,12]. In general, each scaffold targets certain properties of the ECM in the native cardiac tissue. Incorporation of bionanomaterials (e.g., carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [13,14] and graphene [15,16]) have also been used in scaffolds for engineered cardiac tissues to improve their mechanical and electrical properties. For example, Shin et al. synthesized CNT-incorporated gelatin methacryloyl hydrogel and used it for cardiac TE [17], which demonstrated higher Young’s modulus and electrical conductivity compared to the pristine hydrogels. In addition, neonatal rat CMs seeded onto the CNT hydrogels had higher electrophysiological activity and maturation compared to the cells cultured onto the pristine hydrogels. In another study, Martinelli et al. showed CMs tightly adhered to CNT substrates increasing their viability, proliferation, and maturation [18]. They claimed that CNTs have great potential in manipulating nanoscale dimensions of ECM. Graphene oxide has also been proposed to enhance mechanical characteristics of methacryloyl-substituted recombinant human tropoelastin [19,20]. A higher rate of beating was reported for cardiac tissues fabricated on hybrid graphene oxide-hydrogel scaffolds compared to pristine hydrogel scaffolds due to higher electrical signal propagation in the hybrid gels. Carbon-based nanomaterials have also been combined with other polymeric biomaterials, such as poly(glycerol sebacate)–gelatin [21], poly(ethylene glycol)–poly(lactide) copolymer [22], and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) [23] to regulate the behavior and function of CMs. Superior performance of hybrid carbon-based nanomaterial-polymer scaffolds in cardiac tissue regeneration is mainly due to high electrical conductivity and mechanical strength of the nanomaterials [16,24].

In our previous work, a highly elastic polyester, poly(octamethylene maleate (anhydride) 1,2,4-butanetricarboxylate) (124 polymer), was synthesized for the first time and used as the scaffold for cardiac TE [25]. However, 124 polymer is not highly conductive, limiting its performance in regulating cardiac cell behaviors and function. Moreover, 124 polymer has significant structural change in aqueous media upon the removal of poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether as the porogen from the polymer network limiting precise control of the scaffold design and architecture. In this work, we present the synthesis of hybrid 124 polymer-CNT materials. With the introduction of CNTs to 124 polymer, we hypothesized that electrical conductivity and structural support in 124 polymer-CNT materials. 124 polymer-CNT materials were characterized, and used as the scaffold in cardiac TE constructs to assess viability and function of neonatal rat CMs within them.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Prepolymer synthesis

124 prepolymer was synthesized as previously described [25]. Briefly, 5 g 1,2,4-butanetricarboxylic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), 21.15 g 1,8-octanediol (Sigma-Aldrich), and 10.31 g maleic anhydride (Sigma-Aldrich) were mixed in a 250-ml round-bottom flask under nitrogen flow. The ratios of hydroxyl to carboxylic end groups and 1,2,4-butanetricarboxylic acid to maleic anhydride were kept at 1:1 and 1:4, respectively. The contents of the reaction vessel were melted at 150 °C with stirring at 200 rpm for 5 h. Crude prepolymer was then dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (Sigma-Aldrich) and purified with dropwise precipitation through deionized distilled water. The purified prepolymer was collected and concentrated under airflow for 48 h.

2.2. Development of 124 polymer-CNT materials

Multi-walled CNTs were purchased from Hodgaya Chemical Co., Ltd, Japan (diameters in the range of 40–90 nm and length 10–20 μm). The CNTs were functionalized as described previously with a controlled acid treatment process [14]. In short, CNTs were refluxed at 110 °C for 20 min in a 1:3 (vol) mixture of 68% (wt) nitric acid and 98% (wt) sulfuric acid, respectively. Functionalized CNTs were then washed in pure water on a 1.2 μm membrane and dispersed in water using probe sonication to prepare a highly stable aqueous dispersion and generate a stock solution. This solution was used to make 124-CNT prepolymer (Fig. 1A). First, an aliquot of stock solution was dried overnight at 80 °C to give CNT powder. The powder was combined with poly(ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether (PEGDM) as the porogen (Sigma-Aldrich) at the desired concentration (wt%), then stirred and sonicated at 50 °C for 90 min to evenly disperse the CNTs within the fluid (0, 0.5, or 1.5% CNT content). The CNT-porogen mixture was added to 124 polymer at 50% (wt/wt) concentration. The resulting polymer was mixed with UV initiator (2-hydroxyl-1-[4(hydroxyethoxy)-p heny]-2-methyl-1 propanone, Irgacure 2959, 5% (wt), Sigma-Aldrich) at 100 °C. This solution was then exposed to UV light to give final crosslinked polymer structures.

2.3. Raman spectroscopy

Molecular vibrational frequencies of 124 polymer-CNT materials were recorded using Raman spectrometer (SENNTERA II Compact Raman Microscope, Bruker Corp., USA). A 532 nm laser beam was used with the laser power of 20 mW and the resolution of 3–5 cm⁻¹. Peak intensity was measured for each sample and represented graphically.

2.4. Electrical characterization

Polymer strips were used for current-voltage measurements. The strips were prewetted with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) for 5 min and then the DPBS was removed prior to the measurement. Current-voltage curves of polymers were revealed by applying DC currents through a current source (Model 6221 DC and AC current source, Keithley, USA). The voltage between two endpoints of strips was recorded using a digital multimeter (Model 381275, Eutech Instruments, USA). Solution’s ionic...
conductivity was measured using an ionic conductivity meter (CM-25R, DKK-TOA Corporation, Japan) at ambient conditions.

2.5. Electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of porogen material was taken using a field emission SEM (JSM-6500F, JEOL, Japan) operated at 15 kV. SEM of 124 polymer materials was conducted using an ultra-high resolution field emission SEM (SU8230, Hitachi, Ontario Centre for the Characterization of Advanced Materials, Canada) at 10 kV. Polymer samples were prepared by soaking crosslinked strips for 24 h in DPBS, following by freezing and lyophilization (24 h). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of CNTs were taken using a TEM (JEM-2100, JEOL, Japan) at 200 kV. For the TEM measurement, a drop of CNT dispersion was poured over a carbon-coated Cu TEM mesh grid and dried at RT.

2.6. Swelling measurement

Polymer swelling was quantified at room temperature (RT) using gravimetric method [26,27]. Dried polymer was weighed and covered with DPBS. The polymer weight was recorded at different times after carefully blotting the DPBS. Mass swelling ratio of polymers at the time (t) was calculated according to the following equation:

\[
\text{Mass swelling ratio} = \frac{W_t - W_d}{W_d} \times 100
\]

where \(W_t\) is the weight of wet polymer at the time t, \(W_d\) is the weight of dried polymer.

2.7. Degradation mass loss

Polymer degradation was assessed under pH 13 conditions. Polymer samples (approximately 50 mg) were crosslinked under UV light and placed in 20 mL glass vials of known mass. Ten milli-
liters of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide were added, the vial was sealed and placed under agitation at 37 °C. Samples (n = 3) were collected at 1, 2, and 3 h, washed twice with deionized distilled water, and dried under lyophilization for 24 h. The final mass was recorded then reported as a percentage of the initial mass that was lost. To confirm the leaching of PEGDM porogen in DPBS, the same experimental procedure was used with DPBS as the solution and final mass was assessed at 3 h.

2.8. Atomic force microscopy

An atomic force microscope (AFM; Bioscope Catalyst, Bruker, USA) was used to reveal the polymer surface modulus. Crosslinked polymer strips were observed under an inverted optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse-Ti, Japan). All measurements were made in air at RT. The Hertz model was selected to reveal the Young's modulus of polymer surfaces as described in previous work [28,29]. Calibration of cantilever spring constants was done prior to each measurement by quantifying power spectral density of thermal noise fluctuation of the cantilever. The Young's moduli were not significantly changed for AFM measurements at the same location.

2.9. Tensile testing

Tensile testing as conducted as described previously [25]. Briefly, 124 polymer-CNT prepolymer was injected into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold for thin strips (length, 10 mm; width, 1.3 mm; thickness, 0.1 mm). Polymer samples were UV cured (3000 mJ/cm² using a mask aligner (Model 30 UV Light Source, OAI, USA)), then soaked in DPBS for porogen leaching (4 h). Tensile testing was conducted, under wet conditions, to failure using a Myograph (Kent Scientific). Bulk modulus was taken as the slope of the linear portion of a stress-strain relationship for each sample and toughness was calculated as the area under this curve.

2.10. Neonatal rat CM isolation

The digestion of neonatal rat heart tissue was done as previously described [30]. In brief, the heart of 1–2 day old neonatal Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River, USA) was isolated and suspended in Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺ free Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) (Gibco). The aorta and vena cava sections were then removed from the hearts. Subsequently, the hearts were cut into quarters and rinsed twice in cold HBSS. The heart pieces were then digested in a solution of 0.06% (w/v) trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich) in HBSS overnight (4 °C). The tissues were then digested in collagenase II (200 U/mL, Worthington, USA) in HBSS (37 °C) in five supplementary digestions of 4–8 min. Following digestion, cells were pre-plated for 45 min and non-adherent cells were collected for use as the rat CM population. Rat CMs were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Gibco) containing glucose (4.5 g/L), 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco), 1% (v/v) HEPES (100 U/mL, Gibco), and 1% (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin (100 mg/mL, Gibco).

2.11. Cardiac patch seeding

Cells were seeded on patches as described previously [25,31]. In short, the mesh design (dimensions outlined in Fig. S5 of [25]) was generated using SU-8 photolithography techniques. From this, PDMS was poured to form a negative mold, which was capped with a glass slide and injected with prepolymer material. The scaffolds were crosslinked with UV light (6000 mJ/cm² exposed by a mask aligner (Model 30 UV Light Source, OAI, USA)), soaked in DPBS to leach out porogen and then sterilized with 70% ethanol. Scaffolds were then washed in DPBS, then coated with a 0.2% (wt) gelatin solution in DPBS for 3 h (37 °C) to promote cell attachment. freshly isolated rat CMs were pelleted and mixed with Matrigel solution (4 °C, 1 million cells/ 1 µL Matrigel), and 2 µL of this mixture were pipetted onto each mesh surface. Meshes were kept at 37 °C for 2–3 min to facilitate the gelation process. Rat CM media (1 mL/well, 37 °C) was then added gently to the patches. Cell-laden patches were cultured for seven days, with media changes every 48 h. Viability of rat CMs was revealed by the incubation of tissues with CFDA-SE (C1157, Life Technologies, USA) and PI (PS566, Life Technologies, USA) in DPBS at 37 °C for 30 min. The immunofluorescent staining was conducted by first fixing tissues in 10% (w/v) formalin in DPBS at RT for 30 min. Cell permeation and blocking were then performed in 10% FBS and 0.25% Triton X100 in DPBS for 1 h, followed by primary antibody incubation against sacromeric α-actinin (A99465, Abcam) overnight at 4 °C. This was then incubated with secondary antibody, Donkey anti-mouse IgG (A21202, Life Technologies, USA) and Alexa Fluor® 660 phallidin (A22285, Life Technologies, USA). Tissues were imaged using confocal microscopy (Olympus FV5-PSU (immunostaining) or Nikon A1R (viability staining), Canada). To quantify the cell viability, four different areas were selected in live-dead confocal images. The areas were far from the scaffold to avoid autofluorescence of scaffold in the cell viability quantification. Red and green intensities were measured using “Measure RGB” plugin in ImageJ software. The cell viability was then calculated based on the green intensity value divided by the sum of red and green intensities, as described previously [21,32,33].

2.12. Functional characterization

The contractility of cardiac patches was assessed with an S88X Grass Stimulator (Grass Technologies/AstroMed Inc., USA) as described previously [31,32]. Patches were put in a stimulation chamber seven days post seeding and subjected to a biphasic square (Frequency; 1 Hz, pulse duration; 2-ms). The excitation threshold (ET, V/cm) was assessed with voltage increase from 0 V at 0.1 V increments until the tissue construct was visibly paced in agreement with the stimulator outputs. Then, the maximum capture rate (MCR, Hz) was tested by doubling the ET output voltage and increasing the frequency of stimulation (0.1 Hz increments) until the constructs could no longer pace with the stimulator outputs.

2.13. Statistical methods

Error bars seen in figures present data as average ± standard deviation. Each experiment was conducted with a minimum of three replicates. Statistical analysis was conducted using SigmaPlot 12. Statistically significant differences were analyzed using one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey-Kramer test at a significance of p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Development of 124 polymer-CNT materials

124 polymer-CNT materials were developed by first mixing CNT powder with porogen with sonication, then mixing with 124 prepolymer to disperse CNTs within the material (Fig. 1A). The lower viscosity of porogen allowed for easier dispersion of CNTs by sonication in contrast to direct dispersion in 124 prepolymer. It has been shown previously that PEGDM is completely miscible with 124 prepolymer, allowing the dispersion of suspended CNTs along with porogen [25]. Following mixing, Irgacure 2959 photoinitiator was easily combined under heat to activate the UV crosslinkable
functionality of the materials. Prepolymer materials with CNT content appeared visibly translucent, with increasing black color corresponding to increased CNT concentration.

Moldability of 124 polymer-CNT materials was demonstrated through construction of mesh structures with micron-sized features. Through conventional photolithography techniques, a SU-8 master mold (Nominal height, 100 μm) was developed and used to generate PDMS negative molds for pre polymer injection and shaping (Fig. 1B) [25,31]. Following exposure to UV light, 124 polymer-CNT materials with 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNTs maintained their molded shape upon removal of the PDMS mold and release from the glass slide in DPBS solution (Fig. 1C). With immersion in DPBS, porogen leaches out of the polymer bulk, while the CNTs remained visibly entrapped within the crosslinked mesh structure, consistent with previous studies (Fig. 1C, top right) [25,34]. Porogen leaching was assessed by mass loss testing following 3 h of immersion in DPBS, where material containing 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNTs exhibited 33.4 ± 1.5%, 35.2 ± 2.5%, and 33.7 ± 2.4% mass loss, respectively. On a macroscale, visible darkening is observed with increasing the CNT content (Fig. 1D).

Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm high quality of CNTs within 124 polymer-CNT constructs (Fig. 1E). D-bands were observed at 1302 and 1306 cm⁻¹ for 124 polymer-0.1% CNTs and 124 polymer-0.5% CNTs, respectively, while G-bands were recorded at 1602 and 1601 cm⁻¹ for 124 polymer-0.1% CNTs and 124 polymer-0.5% CNTs, respectively. The intensity ratios of G-band to D-band were 1.25 and 1.33 for 124 polymer-0.1% CNTs and 124 polymer-0.5% CNTs, respectively. These ratios are close to that reported for pristine multi-walled CNTs [35,36] indicating high quality of CNTs inside polymer networks. The D-band and G-band were not detectable in the Raman spectroscopy of pure 124 polymer. Notable peaks at ~1450 and 1600 cm⁻¹ in the Raman spectra of polymers were attributed to C–H and C=C bands, respectively [37].

124 polymer-CNT materials containing 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNTs were assessed for electrical conductivity (Fig. 1F). Voltage output (V) was recorded with increasing electrical current (I), demonstrating material resistance (R) according to V = RI. A trend of decreasing resistance was observed from pure 124 polymer material (R = 98.6 ± 1.3 kΩ, R² = 0.98) to those with 0.1% CNTs (R = 76.2 ± 5.3 kΩ, R² = 0.96) and 0.5% CNTs (R = 60.9 ± 1.0 kΩ, R² = 0.94), indicating increased conductivity with higher weight percentage of CNTs. Furthermore, we measured the solution’s conductivity of CNTs suspended in porogen. The CNT-porogen mixture had a solution’s ionic conductivity of 0.08 ± 0.01 mS/m, compared to a value of 0.06 ± 0.01 mS/m for porogen without CNTs and 0.06 ± 0.01 mS/m for distilled water.

High magnification imaging of CNTs and 124 polymer-CNT materials was performed using SEM and TEM. Comparison of CNTs in distilled water (Fig. 2A) to those in porogen (Fig. 2B) with SEM imaging shows an increased brightness around CNT structures. The structure of a single CNT was clearly observed through TEM imaging (Fig. 2C). Single CNTs were also observed upon mixing with porogen, as expected (Fig. 2D). Upon incorporation into the polymer, CNTs were clearly detectable in the composites (Fig. 2F) in comparison to pristine, CNT-free polymers (Fig. 2E).

3.2. Physical properties of polymers

Bulk and surface mechanical properties of 124 polymer-CNT materials were assessed. CNT containing materials presented comparable elongation with 124 polymer under manual stretch (Fig. 3A). Bulk modulus measurements showed a higher modulus under wet conditions for pure 124 polymer material (3.6 ± 0.6 MPa) in comparison to 0.1% CNT (2.2 ± 0.3 MPa) and 0.5% CNT (1.6 ± 0.7 MPa) materials (Fig. 3B). The toughness for pure 124 polymer material was 105 ± 18 MJ m⁻³ while those with 0.1% and 0.5% CNT contents were 76 ± 11 MJ m⁻³ and 51 ± 18 MJ m⁻³, respectively, and were consistent with the toughness of other elastomers [38–40]. In contrast, using AFM, surface moduli of materials with 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNT content were compared (Fig. 3C). Those with 0.5% CNTs presented a significantly higher surface modulus (13.6 ± 0.9 MPa) than 0.1% (3.3 ± 0.1 MPa) and 0% CNT (2.9 ± 0.1 MPa) materials. The ability for cyclic loading of materials with 0.5% CNTs was qualitatively comparable to pure 124 polymer control (Supplementary Movie 1).

Swelling properties of 124 polymer-CNT materials were assessed over time in DPBS. Mass swelling of materials was done with 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNTs over time (Fig. 3D). With increasing CNT content we observed increased swelling on the mass basis, with peak values of 2.4 ± 2.7%, 12.8 ± 4.4%, and 36.8 ± 2.7% for 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNT content materials, respectively. With 0% and 0.1% CNTs we observed a decline in swelling amount after 1 h, whereas 0.5% CNTs presented an increasing trend over time. It should be noted that in this process porogen (initial concentration, 50%) leached from the materials leaving a porous structure to facilitate DPBS uptake into the polymer bulk. A negative value for the mass swelling percentage is indicative of a decreased swelling volume of water in comparison to porogen (density: 1.03 g/mL).

124 polymer-CNT materials were assessed for mass loss under accelerated conditions (0.1 M NaOH) to determine the potential effect of CNTs on degradability (Fig. 3E) [34]. All three materials completely degraded over a 3 h period, where a slightly increased rate was observed in CNT containing samples. Some of the initial mass loss in all materials can be attributed to the solubility of PEGDM porogen. CNT containing materials presented visible darkening in the vial supernatant at each time point, suggesting the release of CNTs into the aqueous environment and presenting the reversible entrapment in the polymer bulk.

3.3. In vitro cardiac tissue constructs

To assess the application of conductive 124 polymer-CNT materials in cardiac tissue regeneration, we used an optimum scaffold design for developing cardiac constructs and utilized 124 polymer-CNT materials as the scaffold material [25,31]. Mesh designs were molded and sterilized for seeding with freshly isolated rat CMs. Seven days post seeding, cells showed tissue compaction around the scaffold struts on constructs with 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNT content (Fig. 4A). Fabricated cardiac tissues showed consistent and spontaneous beating at day 4 in 124 polymer-CNT scaffolds while it typically took until day 6 to observe a comparable beating in scaffold constructs of pure 124 polymer material. Side by side comparison of scaffolds at day 4 (Supplementary Movie 2) and day 6 (Supplementary Movie 3) demonstrated earlier spontaneous beating in 124 polymer-CNT materials. Furthermore, 0.5% CNT constructs presented a more coordinated beating through visual observation than 0% and 0.1% CNT containing scaffolds. Tissue constructs exhibited comparable viability at day 7 when assessed visually with staining for CFSA-SE (green, live cells) and PI (red, dead cells) (Fig. 4B). It should be noted that the 124 polymer material presents autofluorescence in the red channel, and this intensity was decreased with the addition of CNTs. Higher magnification excerpts show a low number of dead cells (red) in the tissue area adjacent to the autofluorescent scaffold. Viability quantification using pixel color presented no significant difference between the material groups (Fig. 4D).

With functional characterization, scaffolds constructs with 0.5% CNTs exhibited a significantly lower ET (3.6 ± 0.8 V/cm) than materials with 0% (5.1 ± 0.8 V/cm) and 0.1% (5.0 ± 0.7 V/cm) CNTs (Fig. 4E). There were no statistically significant differences observed in MCR for these tissues (Fig. 4F). Immunofluorescent
staining of tissue constructs was performed at day 7, with staining for sarcomeric α-actinin (green) and F-actin (red) (Fig. 5A). Characteristic cross striations of organized cardiac tissue were evident in tissue constructs with 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNTs, as presented in higher magnification images of both channels (Fig. 5B) and the isolated green channel (Fig. 5C).

4. Discussion

Given that native cardiac tissues exhibit high flexibility, electrical conductance, and contractility, desired scaffolds in cardiac TE should present high electrical conductivity and flexibility. 124 polymer-CNT materials were readily generated through first dispersing CNTs in porogen and then combining them with 124 prepolymer for molding into intricate shapes. Our previous microscale TE works relied on porogen content to improve material processability for molding through a decrease in prepolymer viscosity, while also inducing porosity in the scaffold backbone [31,34]. Herein, we utilized these advantages to develop a carrier of CNT incorporation. Thereby, we were able to combine the beneficial properties of high conductivity and high elasticity in a single material. Porogen acts as an ideal dispersant for CNTs as it is nontoxic [25,31,34,41], miscible in 124 prepolymer, soluble in DPBS for simple leaching post-processing and has low detrimental effect on PDMS molds. The leaching process presented over 30% mass loss within 3 h of immersion in DPBS, was consistent with relatively fast porogen removal with the maintenance of polymer structure as described in previous studies [41]. A similar strategy could be used to incorporate CNTs inside other polymeric biomaterials, such as poly(lactic acid) [42] and polycaprolactone [43] with porogen as the CNT carrier.

It has previously been demonstrated that incorporation of CNTs into polymer materials induces inherent conductivity [23,44]. We have demonstrated similar characteristics; with increased CNT content in the material the resistive properties decreased, suggesting improved material conductivity (Fig. 1F). The improved conductivity could be a direct result of CNT conductivity or also improved ion penetration into the bulk scaffold material, resultant of increased chelating properties in 124 polymer-CNT materials. As we previously described, 124 polymer is advantageous for its two-step preparation process, wherein we first synthesize a prepolymer that can simply be molded into intricate designs through material injection and then crosslinked under UV light to give an elastomeric robust construct [25]. Furthermore, its elastic properties are ideal for cardiac TE, exhibiting a tunable Young’s modulus that falls within the range of human adult myocardium (diastole: 10–20 kPa, systole: 200–300 kPa) to support the contractile behavior of constructs [25,45–48]. The contractile nature of cardiac tissue necessitates a material that can withstand cyclic elongation and relaxation without tissue inhibition. With the incorporation of CNTs, 124 polymer maintained this functionality (Fig. 1C), suggesting a distinct advantage to this material in microscale fabrication through the material injection.

High-resolution imaging (Fig. 2) supports the ability of our methods to effectively distribute CNTs within porogen and in succession generate 124 polymer-CNT. The negligible differences between solution’s ionic conductivity in porogen-CNTs to controls suggest little charge interaction between porogen and dispersed CNTs. This maintains the inherent conductivity of CNTs and ensures their beneficial electrical properties in the final polymer-CNT construct.
CNTs. Therefore, it seems that spatial wrapping of CNTs using porogen is the main mechanism of CNT dispersion in porogen. When comparing SEM images of CNTs dispersed in porogen to pristine CNTs we observed a bright outline, which further suggests the wrapping of porogen around CNTs. The presence of porogen around individual CNTs was also obvious in the TEM image of porogen-CNTs (Fig. 2D). As such, CNTs were stabilized in the porogen solution and they did not precipitate, suggesting the suspension of the nanotubes through steric stabilization. The proposed mechanism was also reported in the case of CNT dispersion in gelatin methacryloyl hydrogel [49].

Incorporation of CNTs into polymers demonstrated increased swelling compared to pure polymer controls on a mass basis. In CNT containing materials we observed a significantly positive mass swelling ratio, suggesting an increased water uptake into vacated pores. This suggests that CNTs play a role in maintaining microporosity within the material, such that the tubes could maintain pore volume and allow water entry with greater ease. The discrepancy in surface and bulk moduli further explains these observations. It has been previously reported that CNTs tend to increase the stiffness of polymers [50,51]. This is supported in our measurements of surface moduli with AFM, where 0.5% CNT materials exhibited a modulus 10 times higher than that of pure 124 polymer material. This trend was contrasted with tensile property measurements of the polymer bulks, where increased CNT content presented a decreased modulus and material toughness. We also attribute this to interference of CNTs with the UV crosslinking polymer. There is a visible increase in opacity with CNT content (Fig. 1D), which would interfere with the ability of UV light to initiate radical polymerization through the thickness of the polymer bulk. In addition, CNTs can absorb UV light, decreasing the energy transferred into chemical crosslinking [52]. In agreement with our results, we have previously shown the UV energy exposed to 124 polymer has a direct effect on its modulus [25]. Therefore, this further suggests that CNT content in UV crosslinked 124 polymer constructs helps to maintain lower bulk modulus of the polymer due to a lower crosslinking density. The dispersion and absorption of UV light by CNTs most likely minimize the formation of crosslinks developed through the activation of photoinitiator radicals. With fewer crosslinks, polymer chains are more mobile within the poly-

Fig. 3. Physical properties of 124 polymer-CNT materials. (A) Demonstration of elastic stretch in material with 0% (left) and 0.5% (right) CNT content (Scale in mm). (B) Stress-strain curve comparing materials with 0%, 0.1% and 0.5% CNT content. (C) Surface and bulk polymer moduli of materials (*p<0.05). (D) Quantification of swelling by mass suggests increased water uptake with higher CNT content. (E) Accelerated degradation (0.1 M NaOH) of CNT-124 polymer materials.
mer bulk, leading to a decreased bulk modulus in comparison to a blank control subject to the same crosslinking conditions. This is supported by the increased rate of degradation in the CNT containing materials when compared to 0% CNT polymer. With fewer radical crosslinks, hydrolytic degradation would be more favorable. This can also explain the increased swelling observed in CNT-124 polymer materials, as polymer chain rearrangement is easier in these materials to support water uptake. Overall, the tensile moduli observed are advantageous in the context of cardiac TE applications, as they fall within the range of values observed in human adult myocardium. These values could be tuned, as we reported previously, to reach a desired modulus [25].

124 polymer-CNT materials demonstrated functional improvement of cardiac TE constructs. In comparison of the ET for scaffolds with 0.5% CNTs to those with 0.1% and 0% CNTs (Fig. 4E) there was a significant decrease, suggesting significantly positive effect of CNTs on the tissue maturity. Furthermore, qualitative observation suggested stronger coordinated beating in the CNT containing scaffolds and earlier initiation of spontaneous beating of CMs. The interconnectivity among CNTs in scaffolds with 0.5% CNT content was higher than 0.1% CNT materials (Fig. 1C, 4A), which supports the findings of increased electrical conductivity and improved tissue maturation due to more facile current propagation in 0.5% CNT scaffolds.

Comparison of viability (Fig. 4B–D) suggest that CNT addition to 124 polymer scaffolds does not induce cytotoxic effects, in line with our previous findings on 124 polymer material [25]. This also supports low toxicity of CNTs can be achieved while harnessing their benefits in biomedical applications [53–56]. The presence of cross striations in immunostained tissues further confirmed the ability for organized cardiac tissues to form on 124 polymer-CNT materials (Fig. 5). These materials present an exciting option for use in cardiac TE, suggesting the improved conductance of scaffolds and increased electrical signaling between CMs, allowing for more rapid tissue organization and maturation. This difference could be further pronounced if cells were subject to previously

Fig. 4. Composite scaffolds in cardiac tissue engineering. (A–C) Images of rat cardiac tissue constructs with 124 polymer-CNT scaffolds containing 0.1% and 0.5% CNTs compared to pure polymer scaffolds. (A) Bright field images of polymers seeded with rat CMs at day 7 of culture demonstrate tissue compaction around scaffold struts (Scale bars: 100 μm). (B) Tissues were imaged for viability with live/dead staining assay (Live cells: green, dead cells: red), where the scaffold exhibits autofluorescence in the red channel (Scale bars: 100 μm). (C) High magnification excerpts demonstrate the wrapping of viable cells around scaffold struts (Scale bars: 50 μm). (D) Cell viability quantification of live-dead images present no difference between material groups. (E and F) Comparison of excitation threshold (E) and maximum capture rate (F) suggest improved tissue properties with 0.5% CNTs in polymer scaffolds in comparison to pure polymer controls (*p<0.05). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
published maturation protocols that utilize strict changes in electrical stimulation frequencies to induce tissue maturity \[57\]. These materials build on the advantages of 124 polymer giving a versatile biomaterial for microfabricated tissue engineered constructs.

5. Conclusions

Herein, we described the generation of CNT-124 polymer materials through the suspension of CNTs in PEGDM porogen and combination of this solution with 124 prepolymer. These materials showed the ability to be molded into complex shapes and cross-linked to give an elastomeric scaffold structure for cardiac TE applications. Through functional assessment, we observed improved tissue maturity on scaffolds with CNT content, suggesting the applicability of this polymer to make functional engineered tissue constructs.
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